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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a simplified Frame based
Multiple Description (MD) coding system for video streams. The
proposed system uses an overdetermined filter bank to generate
multiple descriptions of the original video stream, and allows for

exact signal reconstruction even in the presence of packet losses.
Each description is coded using the recent H264 / AVC video coding
standard. With no loss, the coded signal can be reconstructed by means
of the dual synthesis filter bank. In the presence of packet losses,

we adopt a “restoring stage” before the synthesis filter bank whose
purpose is to recover of lost coefficients. This solution has limited
computational complexity and does not introduce excessive delay in
interactive applications. We compare the robustness and rate-distortion

performance of the proposed solution with that of other MD solutions
based on polyphase spatial subsampling. The experimental results show
that the proposed scheme is competitive for relatively high bit-rates
and loss probability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Transmission of multimedia signals over wireless and Mobile

Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) has recently attracted considerable

attention. Due to the characteristics of the radio channel, these

networks typically exhibit high error rate. This is especially true

for MANET, due to the fact that they do not rely on pre-existing

infrastructures and their topology can change very rapidly, thus

making them particularly prone to errors and packet drops.

Robust transmission of multimedia streams over wireless net-

works is an important issue for many applications. The transmission

of multimedia signals can make unpractical the usual mechanism of

acknowledge and packet retransmission. Moreover, a return channel

may not be available or inconvenient to use. The use of error

correction techniques may also not help when packets are actually

dropped or when one of the different paths used to send the bit

stream totally fails, e.g, when a node is detached.

Multiple Description (MD) coding is a recently proposed solu-

tion for increasing the resilience of multimedia transmission to such

problems. The idea is to send a redundant description of a single

source to the receiver and be able to reconstruct the transmitted data

when part of this information is lost. MD coding comprises a very

wide range of techniques such as multiple description quantization

[1], correlating transforms [2], [3], Forward Error Correction (FEC)

coding [4], and redundant basis (frames) [5], [6], [7].

Among the different MD techniques known in the literature we

consider here the use of redundant bases (frames). In frame-based

MD, the input signal is analyzed with a redundant filterbank. The

introduced redundancy allows one to recover the coded signal even

in presence of packet loss.

In a sense, frame expansion is similar to MD Forward Error

Correction coding, a recently proposed scheme where redundancy

is added across packets. The possible advantage in using frames

is that added information can be perceptively consistent, so that

every description contains information that can help to reconstruct

or approximate the original sequence. On the other hand, an error

correcting code is helpful only if a certain minimum amount

of information is correctly received, and if no exact recovery is

possible, “parity check” packets are not useful.

In this paper, we analyze the performance of a simple frame

based video coding scheme for transmission over wireless channels.

In the proposed scheme the input signal is separated into its spatial

polyphase components and an additional description, which acts

like a visually consistent “parity check” sequence, is obtained by

low-pass filtering and subsampling the original signal. In order

to recover the coded signal in case of coefficient loss the error

recovery algorithm of [8] is exploited. When exact reconstruction

is not possible because of excessive errors, error concealment based

on bilinear interpolation is used.

In all schemes, individual descriptions are coded using inde-

pendent H264 / AVC video coders [9]. After error recovery or

concealment, frames are copied onto the decoders’ frame buffers

at the receiver, in order to mitigate the effect of error propagation

due to differential coding. The experimental results show that the

proposed scheme is competitive for relatively high bit-rates and

loss probability.

Section II provides an overview of frame theory and reviews

the algorithm of [8]. Section III describes the proposed MD video

coding scheme based on frames. In Section IV we present some

experimental results evaluating the rate-distortion performance of

the proposed scheme, comparing it with the other two MD schemes

and with standard Single Description (SD) coding.

II. OVERSAMPLED FILTER BANKS AND FRAMES

In order to make this paper self-contained, in this section we

briefly recall the main results of frame theory [10] and summarize

the algorithm of [8].

A family of signals Φ = {φk ∈ ℓ2(Z)}k∈Z constitutes a frame

if for any signal x ∈ ℓ2(Z) there exist two constants A > 0 and

B < ∞ such that

A‖x‖2 ≤

N∑

k=1

|〈x, φk〉|
2 ≤ B‖x‖2, (1)

where 〈f, g〉 =
∑

n
f [n]g∗[n] is the scalar product between f

and g. In particular, the left-hand inequality guaranties that it is

possible to reconstruct (in a robust way) the original signal x from

the scalar products yk = 〈x, φk〉 and that it is possible to compute

a set of dual signals φ̃k such that

x =
∑

k

〈x, φk〉φ̃k =
∑

k

〈x, φ̃k〉φk. (2)

In the framework of oversampled filter banks, one computes a

vector of output coefficients in each channel c = 1, ..., N , via

convolution, i.e.,

yc [n] =
∑

m∈Z

x(m)hc [Mn − m] . (3)

The right-hand side of Eq. (3) can be interpreted as the scalar prod-

uct between the input and the analysis vector φk

∆
= hc [Mn − ·].

By appropriate filter design, the φk constitute a frame. Oversam-

pling, i.e., choosing N > M , implies that there is redundancy in

the coefficients yc [n] which can be exploited to reconstruct x even

if some coefficients are lost.

For finite dimensional signals and FIR analysis filters, one can

collect the input and the filter output coefficients in vectors x and



y, respectively, and express the filtering operation via a matrix

product y = Fx. One can recognize that the rows of matrix F

correspond to φk and that they are the time-reversed and translated

impulse responses of the analysis filters. Note that, because of

oversampling, matrix F is a rectangular matrix with more rows

than columns.

One can reconstruct x from y by means of the pseudo-inverse

F† of matrix F, i.e., x = F†y. Considering (2), it turns out that

the columns of F† correspond to the dual frame elements φ̃k. It is

important to note that reconstruction via the dual frame is optimal

even if y does not belong to Im(F). This is usually the case in

applications where the coefficients in y are quantized into ŷ before

coding and transmission. In such a case, the vector x̂ = F†ŷ is the

minimum norm vector minimizing the squared error ||Fx̂ − ŷ||2,

i.e., it is the one best describing the received coefficients.

In case of coefficient loss, one can pretend that the input was

analyzed with a subset ΦI = {φk}k∈I
of the analysis functions.

If the corresponding matrix FI is still full rank, set ΦI is indeed a

frame and the input x can be recovered from the set of coefficients

yI , namely x = F
†
I
yI . At the receiver, therefore, one needs to

compute the pseudo-inverse of the original analysis matrix after

some row cancellation, corresponding to the coefficient loss pattern.

It turns out, unfortunately, that the pseudo-inverse operator does not

have a filter bank structure anymore. Moreover, direct computation

can be computationally demanding, due to the large dimensions of

the involved matrix. In [8], an algorithm for the evaluation of the

pseudo-inverse F
†
I

is presented. It puts in front of the original

synthesis filter bank a “restoring” stage which recovers the lost

coefficients from the received ones. For the sake of reference, we

now briefly recall the results of [8].

If we denote with Ic the set of lost coefficients, one can write

from (2)

φk =
∑

n∈Z

φn〈φk, φ̃n〉 =
∑

n6∈Ic

φn〈φk, φ̃n〉 +
∑

m∈Ic

φm〈φk, φ̃m〉.

Taking the scalar product with x, we have

yk = 〈x, φk〉 =
∑

n6∈Ic

yn〈φ̃n, φk〉 +
∑

m∈Ic

ym〈φ̃m, φk〉.

In matrix form,

y
m

= My
m

+ M
′
y

r

where y
m

is the vector of lost coefficients and y
r

the set of re-

ceived coefficients. The lost coefficients can therefore be recovered

by y
m

= (I −M )−1M ′y
r
. It is possible to show that using the

restored coefficients as the input to the the original dual synthesis

filter bank is equivalent to the application of the pseudo-inverse

F
†
I
. Moreover, if the original analysis and synthesis filter banks

are FIR, matrix (I − M ) has a block structure, and each block

inversion can be computed as soon as the block is available, thus

reducing the delay and the complexity of the procedure [8]. In

the presence of excessive errors, it may happen that the resulting

set ΦI becomes incomplete. In this case, one could use the MSE

optimal approximation y
m

= (I − M )†M ′y
r

[8]. In any case,

the algorithm in [8] allows to recognize which parts of the input

x could not be recovered.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM

The results outlined above are used for the design of a simplified

frame based MD video coder. The descriptions are generated using

a one-dimensional filter bank applied to columns of every sequence

frame. The filter outputs are subsampled by a factor 2. The analysis

filters separate even and odd rows, i.e., the filter impulse responses

are h0(n) = δn, h1(n) = δn+1. An additional low-pass filter

h2(n) generates the third description. Thus, for an Nr ×Nc input

frame, the scheme originates 3 descriptions with dimension Nr/2×

Nc pixels. The filter h2(n) belongs to the family of the well-known

wavelet Daubechies filters [10]. These filters are orthogonal to their

factor 2 translations, and this grants that the synthesis filter bank is

FIR, too. The effect of the filter length is briefly discussed below.

The descriptions are coded using three independent H264 / AVC

standard coders, as shown in Fig. 1. The H264 / AVC coder divides

the input frame into slices made from macroblocks (MB) organized

into rows. Each slice is then sent over the network in a single

packet. The reason for subsampling along the columns is that the

loss of one slice results in a limited number of contiguous lost

coefficients in each column, hopefully permitting error recovery.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed frame based MD coder.

On the receiver side (Figure 2), the video streams are indepen-

dently processed by H264 / AVC synchronised decoders. These

decoders are connected to a restoring block R, which recovers

channel errors by implementing the algorithm outlined above. We

remark that this solution needs only local information and does

not introduce any relevant delay in the decoding process. In the

case of unrecoverable errors, corresponding to an incomplete ΦI ,

missing regions in lost descriptions are reconstructed using bilinear

interpolation from the received ones. This still gives acceptable

results, due to the high spatial correlation among descriptions in

the proposed scheme. We found that this is indeed preferable to the

use of the MSE optimal approximation y
m

= (I − M )†M ′y
r
.

The result is a set of three recovered subframes with dimension

Nr/2×Nc. These subframes are then fed into the synthesis filter

bank, whose output is the original full size sequence. Recovered

subframes for each description are copied into the corresponding

decoder frame buffer, in order to prevent error propagation from

reference frames due to interframe coding.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed decoder.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The first set of experiments aims at the evaluation of the

intrinsic robustness of the proposed frame based scheme, without

considering the quantization effect due to coding. Therefore, we

first tested the proposed solution on uncoded still images. The

following results are relative to the simulation of the analysis-

transmission-recovery process for the 512 × 512 image Lena. The

redundant analysis filter bank considered in the previous section is

used, then each column coefficient in the three descriptions is lost

independently with probability Pl. Since we are interested in the

robustness of the proposed scheme, in case of unrecoverable errors

lost coefficients are replaced by y
m

= (I − M )†M ′y
r
. Results

are averages of 50 independent trials. Figure 3.a shows the MSE

between the original and reconstructed images as a function of Pl

and for various choices of the Daubechies’ filter length.

As it can be seen from the figure, error recovery capabilities

increase with filter length. The 8 tap Daubechies filter allows

for perfect reconstruction up to Pl = 0.06. The number of
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Fig. 3. (a) Luminance MSE vs. coefficient loss probability Pl for the image
Lena. (b) Number of unrecoverable errors vs. coefficient loss probability
Pl.

unrecoverable pixels also increases with Pl, as depicted in Figure

3.b for different choices of the h2 filter length.

We then evaluate the performance of the proposed video coding

scheme presented in Section III. It is compared with other two MD

systems based on spatial subsampling of original frames. The first

one originates four descriptions from the spatial polyphase com-

ponents of the original frame. Each description, whose dimension

is 1/4 of that of the original frame, is compressed independently,

packetized and sent over an error prone network. The second

scheme has a similar structure, but only two descriptions are gener-

ated by separating the even and odd rows of the original frame. We

compare the MD schemes with a standard Single Description H264

/ AVC coder which includes basic error concealment as described

in [11]. The coders use the H264 / AVC test model software version

JM6.0a. To increase robustness to channel errors and make a fair

comparison, the SD coder uses the Random Intra Macro Block

Refresh coding option, i.e., 100 Macro Blocks for every CIF frame

are coded in intra-mode. No Random Intra Macro Block Refresh

coding option is activated in the MD schemes. Other coding options

are the same for the SD and MD coders. In particular the GOP

structure is I BBBB P BBBB P BBBB P BBBB I, and slices have

a fixed 1000 byte dimension. Each slice is sent as a packet, and

each packet is lost independently with probability Pl. For the two

MD coders based on simple spatial subsampling, in case of errors in

one or more descriptions appropriate error concealment via bilinear

interpolation from correctly received descriptions is performed at

the receiver. Similarly to our scheme, corrected subframes are

copied into the corresponding receiver frame buffers. In case all

the descriptions are lost, basic error concealment is applied as in

[11] in all the MD coders, including the frame based one.

The simulations we present here are relative to 100 frames of

the CIF sequence News. Results are averages of 50 independent

transmission trials. Figure 4 shows the performance of the coders.

Despite the fact that the SD coder can exploit spatial redundancy

more efficiently, it does not have the best performance even for

Pl = 0, due to the intra refresh coding option. Nonetheless, the

performance of the SD coder drops very rapidly for increasing

Pl. We expect that the MD coder with four descriptions presents

good robustness to errors from a subjective quality point of view,

at the expense of some coding inefficiency. The proposed frame

based coder adds 1.5 redundancy to the video stream, and has

therefore a low coding efficiency but possibly good robustness to

errors both from a subjective and objective quality point of view.

Note that, with no coding, perfect reconstruction is still possible in

this case even in the presence of errors. Finally, the MD coder with

two descriptions has better coding efficiency but possibly worse

performance in terms of subjective quality, since packet losses have

to be corrected with the interpolation of entire rows.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that for loss probability Pl = 0.05,

the proposed frame based MD scheme performs better than the

SD scheme and the MD scheme with four descriptions. Moreover,

at relatively high bit-rates, the proposed scheme has the best

performance of all schemes. For Pl = 0.1, the advantage of the

proposed solution is even more evident. To compare the visual

quality performance of the proposed frame based scheme, we show

in Fig. 5 (bottom) a detail of the reconstructed video stream News

coded at about 1 Mb/s. In the same figure (top), we show the

reconstructed frame for the MD scheme with two descriptions. We

consider in both cases the effects of the loss of one single slice,

corresponding to the region evidenced by the white rectangle in

the figure (top). It can be seen from the figure that the MD scheme

with two descriptions can originate annoying artifacts, especially

along diagonal edges.

Fig. 5. Details of reconstructed frames for the two description MD system
(top) and the frame-based MD system (bottom).
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Fig. 4. Rate-distortion comparison of SD and MD schemes for different values of Pl.
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